
The Journal
“Battle of the Spirits”

“I, Prince Edward, recall an event that happened in the Black
Forest when sitting by the campfire.” Resting Wolf approached
and questioned about my journal, “What book do you read?”
I looked up from meditating that eve while during our rest

before journeying onward to meet the Blackhanded clan, “It is
only because you have asked that I may answer.”
Kelth and Resting Wolf hung on my words as their hearts

opened to receive what I shared from a lifetime of faith.
Suddenly, we were interrupted by Sinyou, an escaped slave who
came upon us. His need was great. For, I recognized that
turbulent waters were upon his mind.
All eyes met where we were moved into agreement. Then

having compassion, we yielded to God’s Spirit. Precious counsel
came through the three of us ‘til his unsettled ways became
settled. Next, within the calm of a long pause, his vision became
clear as it entered into a rest with a peace much like ours.
Here are further encounters that reveal the way to go within

my journal to keep any from becoming drained by dragons of
the dark. Yes, by God’s warming love, minds are sparked in
what I share. There is a steady torch by His flame that bears
light for no place to allow these beasts to hide within a life.
Now, let me open my book so that all may see what I have to
share.



My notes
The unfolding of a heavenly scroll at separate times is how I

received my journal. Many have been communications from
beyond the sky, established by a love as deeper than I.
I did not know of any of these unknown visions from the

shallows. Though, they became known to me from deep roots
that allowed me to sprout upward beyond time and enter into
God’s light. What had seemed safe in the roots of this world
were unstable and false by being incomplete. But now, I am
planted in a life of sight, above heights that once kept me from a
fullness of joy.
So, read life in this moment before snatched from the eye or

you will not enjoy it just as much as I.
Great understanding comes when knowing that what is taught

will open the heart to deeper love. With this focus in mind, you
can experience His truth the way He first spoke it. Though,
insights be different at times throughout many darkened nights,
all are written the way I received them by heavenly spark. Now,
here are three different ways the Lord has spoken to me: The
first thing I heard from His voice told of how the study of every
created thing points back to Him. The Creator draws us near to
the warmth of His light through given varying degrees of His
love. I now understand the most complete picture of how to
relate to Him without any fright as the craft of His hand now
sustains me.
Next, in the science of God, all is effected physically. Studies

of created patterns have been established in nature that are living



seeds that grow out from the darkness of sin that acts like soil in
the way it partially covers sight of all things. Whether chemistry
or physics, invisible or not, everything can seem dim, but not to
those who see the spiritual world having entered in.
Finally, there is His Crafting Finger that brings meaning to the

study of the spiritual world. Just how doth He shape my life
while growing?
The parting of darkness adds light to my way where God as

my guide warps time in a walk like unto knowing day. Finally,
seeing what hides in the dark from out of the night, I want to
remain in a fresh start of peace that’s been brought to my heart.

Observations from the light
No escape? / The first answer

We are all aging and cannot reverse this process. Seeing our
flesh decay while moving forward on a wave is the proof we
needed to see the instability within the dimension of time. I
looked at what lay unpredictably ahead which baffled my brain
and soon after caused me unsettling pains. Not identifying its
harm at first by being young and on the move, I could not see or
realize any unstableness within the youth of my flesh. Though, it
always occurs during the process of aging with what now seems
ancient eyes. I ask myself, “Where did my father’s years go?” I
was not patient in my love in the beginning as I did not notice
his searching eyes looking for mine.
Now becoming more aware of time, I study the spiritual world

throughout my years. With listening ears, I have learned to



carefully watch all with observing eyes. I know of those who are
watchful while in disguise. Dragons can remain near as they
whisper in my ears through the mouths of others or shoot fiery
darts into my mind. So, I must stay the course and understand
that what I see come to pass happens around me while
everything is shaking. But I will only know this if I remain
stable. Then, all will be clear. For, every created thing that I
have heard about from my older brother Liam shall bear fruit to
see in this place of no escape. I will be steadied from having had
no root within the wind where spirits howled, trying to enter my
mind. Though in time by sight, I will still remain where finding
that place of rest in God’s kingdom of peace, I shall see
everything that moves.
Yet, this only came about by my brother helping me to

understand myself. I’ve walked towards light in a deeper way by
what was said that gave me a hope for others to stay and
persevere to know God’s peace. I’m light as a feather with a joy
that is always brighter than passing through any dark day.
Being taught how abusive spirits can control others by

deception while trying to cling onto each other for a foundation
doth not come easy to recognize. Entering any part of strife
would always leave me feeling uneasy and distant and this is
how I can tell that I am off of God’s path. I had to learn to walk
with a slow building patience and listen to the voice of truth
speak to me in the face of what destroyed because it used to
restrict me within its coils ‘til I found living a full life instead.
For, integrity had me stop and hear when a dragon spoke



through another. A life of stability has allowed me to stay and
grow. Then, all manner of what had drained me of my wisdom
was replaced when dragons could no longer seduce within the
deceptiveness of a rapid death. Precious places as pearls were
discovered when these spirits withdrew from light, leaving me
with what held me to a captivity no longer within a blindness of
life. They had left unkind words behind, but when they
subsided, all fogginess disappeared from my mind. I then
entered brilliantly by grace, nearer than near when looking into
the words of His face.
Him opening a part of His scroll of heaven continues on to

reveal that gradual are His answers that live. Now, I remain in
the light of His truth from what I share in this journal. Yes, I am
planted in His Garden in the stages of life while firmly growing
through my youth.

Discerning
Liam told me that our understanding of God should not come

from an interpretation of how to relate to Him, but that by
understanding God’s voice in humility, we would yield to and
accept Him as The Father in a loving example of authority as
He has our best interests at heart.
Later on, it was understood that His voice establishes a

protection for us by leading and guiding us into all truth as
directed by the Holy Spirit.
Anything that distracts us from fully receiving God’s love

will stunt our growth in a relationship with Him and prevent us



from receiving the full depth of His love. God has boundaries
and has to trust us in an established relationship with Him in
the same way He would want to trust us.
We are created in God’s image. In the same way we do not

want to be abused by God, neither doth He want to be abused
by us. He only allows us to draw near when respecting His
voice.
There are stages in a relationship:

1. Infatuation: first glance.
2. Respect: hearing His views have more life to offer than
yours as the better example.
3. Trust: a density of truth will not wear away.
4. Intimacy: joining of the hearts by deep affectionate love.
Without growing in your relations with God in a proper

order, you will never get to a place of understanding that
obedience to God comes through loving Him. For when not
seeing eye to eye with Him, this is where His love will not be
able to protect you through His restraints of love. You can
always tell this when your peace of conscience has been
disrupted. This is why we are to seek peace and pursue it.
Remember that “We are to walk in the light as He is in the
light that darkness doth not overtake us.”
In God, there are no variables, no shifting shadows that

would prevent us from having a clear vision of Him. In this
way, we can understand how to discern God’s voice in clarity.



Demon and angel interaction
There are fallen angels thrown down from God’s kingdom.

The leader of these angels was called Lucifer, bearer of light in
charge of the heavenly choir ’til in his fallen state, he became
Satan. Now in disharmony, as the prince of darkness, him and
his minion spirits reflect no light from God’s attributes as they
are invisible to the naked eye without them. Demons rule the
earth differently from the complete harmony of heaven.
Suffering defeat, when warring against angels loyal to God, he
lost his reflection of the Spirit of true light. Now angels of
darkness disguised as angels of light try to blot out true light
from God by keeping minds dim within the winds of time.
Lying spirits still hold to a darkness that hides Truth. Though,

freedom within creation doth not confuse a mind when it is
noted that by taking patient time to look, there is a message
about the Creator which illustrates His completion in
comparison to this fallen world. For all of the Truth of what is
learned becomes alive inside to reveal God’s image when put
together by meditation and prayer on everything that God
created. Finding the door by His living word to find your way
comes next. Practice what is tangibly “real” and embrace all
with a spiritual Holy Kiss into purity of light. Embrace this kind
of love and understanding full existence shall come. So,
experience eternal life as all comes alive in its depths and
breadths and heights.
Now, hollowed by lies of discord while in disharmony and

incomplete in the belly of confusion within the dragon of the



beast, all are feasted on in miserable broken states that know not
that they need to seek release. Many are blocked from entering
true light by darkened spiritual plights. Possessed in essence are
these unsuspecting victims, confused poor souls, not telling the
difference between truth and lie while giving in to comply. For
in disharmony, demons hold deceiving to fill an empty void.
Seducing all by death while in their prideful soul, everyone
believes that it is life, but it is a deception that has their eyes.
Demons are busy at work in the world, looking to attack and

drain life forces of men as they need their energy to get a meal
to thrive. Wriggling into souls that have stepped away from the
protection of the plan of God, they survive inside their dragon
prize. I hear them. God’s Angels and Satan’s demons speak by
use of tongue, truth or lie, having the ability to shape our lives.
We are crafted to be completed or destroyed while awakened to
His Spirit in this world over the flesh. Now aware, we are wise
and not shook by any complacency that leaves us in excessive
rest. For, while in motion, men grow to sway and tumble like
weeds in the wind or ripple from rocks fallen into waters deep in
all disruption as when peace is removed as we are pushed away
to further stray.
God has given spiritual gifts known as fruits of holiness for all

who pause before Him. Starting to enter heaven, we are being
fed Holy virtues through bodily words that are flesh. Here, each
person flows in love while carrying gentleness, kindness,
patience, long suffering, and self control.


